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It sounded as if a steel chariot had crashed into a herd of wild beasts. 

In an instant, flesh and blood mixed as the miserable wailing sounded, and they poured 
out like rain. 

Consequently, the formation originally running at high speed suddenly became stagnant 
and chaotic. 

At this time, Caspian was like a Grim Reaper collecting souls with this Ghoul-Locker 
Spear. 

“The Gaze of Death!” 

Swoosh! 

The long black spear turned into the Eye of Death, and just like a dragon rushing out of 
the ocean, it brought along a warm rain of blood, shaking the corner of this formation 
violently. 

The formation that trapped dozens of Heavenly Stars Sect‘s disciples, including Xander, 
Omar, and Maya, naturally could not be easily broken by Caspian alone. 

However, it was still possible to suddenly appear and mess up the formation. 

That was also Caspian’s purpose! 

In an instant, more than a dozen monsters were beheaded, and a stream of blood 
flowed under Caspian’s feet. 

Then, Caspian stepped on the sticky and slippery blood. 

With Caspian as the center, within a radius of 30 meters, a blood-smeared open space 
was formed in a short time. 

Suddenly, a growl sounded among the crowd of monsters, and there seemed to be a 
human’s voice. 

Before Caspian could listen closely to what the person was saying, the monsters 
already in chaos suddenly restored their order. 



In a split second, Caspian was trapped in a small circle by the monsters. 

At a glance, it appeared as if a giant beast slowly opened and closed its mouth, 
continuously oppressing Caspian’s living space. 

“Sure enough, it’s commanding!” When Caspian saw the scene, he became more 
convinced of his judgment. 

However, the sound was really faint just now, and it was too sudden. 

After making a sound, it immediately hid among the monsters, and it was impossible for 
people to judge the direction. 

Caspian did not expect to directly destroy the opponent’s formation this time. 

Next, Caspian saw the large group of monsters joining together like a huge grinding disc 
and slowly rolling toward him. 

Then, when the surrounding air became dense, a ray of light suddenly appeared in 
Caspian’s eyes. 

“I’m sorry, but this is the moment I’ve been waiting for,” Caspian smiled. 

A pair of narrow eyes hiding among the monsters saw Caspian’s expression, and there 
was a hint of confusion in them. 

Soon, it watched as Caspian shook his arm, and a scroll appeared in his hand. 

When Caspian opened the scroll, a red light like the morning glow was about to gush 
out. 

In that instant, Caspian’s entire body and the surrounding area of dozens of meters 
were swallowed by the red light. 

When the pair of narrow eyes saw the scene, they flashed with fear and panic, 
appearing as if they wanted to react. 

However, it was too late. 

The array was activated, and the tumbling heat wave, like a tide, hit the surroundings. 

Within the range enveloped by the red light, everything seemed to be melting and 
returning to the original chaos. 

At this time, Caspian indifferently uttered, “The Skyblazer Flare Formation!” 



The Skyblazer Flare Formation, in the Darnley Valley, Wesley and a few cultivators 
exhausted their vitality, sacrificing themselves to activate a large array that could block 
the wave of monsters. 

Of course, Caspian would not exhaust all his vitality. 

After all, not only would he fail to save the other disciples, he would also be trapped in 
the formation. 

However, only the Skyblazer Flare Formation could help him achieve his goal, as the 
other formations were not as powerful. 

Once activated, they would not affect this Clear Lake’s Moon-Locking Formation. 

Boom! 

A ball of fire raged from the formation, rolling like a tide, and appeared just like a 
meteorite hitting the ground. 

In an instant, the void surrounding the flame burned to collapse, and there was a 
deafening noise from all around. 

Although the front few monsters felt the terrifying power of the formation and wanted to 
avoid it, it was too late. 

The flame rushed violently and engulfed them, burning them to ashes in a blink of an 
eye. 

The flames kept raging like a torrent, sweeping across the earth, burning everything in 
sight! 

Just like a big brush, the fire swept away all the monsters in its way, targeting directly at 
the center of the formation. 

The Clear Lake’s Moon-Locking Formation, which had been operating steadily before, 
suddenly shook and trembled in the face of this formation’s terrifying power. 

The entire formation was like a precision-operated mechanism. 

As something seemed to be smashed severely, there was a violent fluctuation in the 
overall operation. 

What Caspian bombarded was only a corner of the Clear Lake’s Moon-Locking 
Formation, but the affected area quickly spread out to cover more than half of the 
formation. 



In those other areas, the running monsters maintaining the formation became sluggish, 
and there was a look of bewilderment in their eyes. 

It was apparent that they did not understand what was going on. 

Time, space, and the changes between light and dark all became slow at this moment. 

For the sake of achieving this effect, Caspian also felt weak after activating the 
Skyblazer Flare Formation. 

However, his eyes showed a trace of excitement when he saw the swaying and 
panicked monsters. 

The effect he needed was achieved! 

At this moment, it was as Caspian had made a gap on the impermeable steel wall right 
in front of him. 

Although this would be covered soon, the momentary opportunity was enough for 
Caspian. 

Then, Caspian took a deep breath in and screamed into the depths of the Clear Lake’s 
Moon-Locking Formation, “Everyone, I’m here!” 

Caspian’s voice was like a whistling blade, tearing through the air currents and breaking 
through space as it cut into the chaos in the deepest part of the formation. 

As Caspian expected, the monsters’ reaction was fast enough. 

After he roared, the opponent also realized that something was wrong and immediately 
let out a sharp howling sound. 

Immediately, this large group of monsters began to gather and ran as if they were being 
chased. 

The Clear Lake’s Moon-Locking Formation, which had been a stalemate for a moment, 
was running again. 

In that instant, Caspian was swallowed by the formation, and he was also trapped. 

Unlike the last time, Caspian had already conveyed the news of his arrival to the depths 
of the formation. 

At this time, in the depths of the Clear Lake’s Moon-Locking Formation, the sky was 
gray, and the original flowers on the ground also looked pale and full of despair due to 
the formation. 



Xander, Omar, Maya, and dozens of other Heavenly Stars Sect’s disciples formed a 
circle around the several severely injured disciples who were meditating and resting. 

They were facing a smoke too thick to clear and the sudden monsters that appeared out 
of nowhere from the dense fog. 

It was apparent that the crowd had been here for several days. 

The tremendous mental and physical pressure made everyone’s eyes except Xander 
and others full of fatigue and worry. 
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The Prince Who Was Raised in Hell Chapter 422-“We can’t keep doing this…” When 
Omar saw the crowd’s exhausted appearance, he gritted his teeth and looked at 
Xander. 

Xander stared at the mist not far away, pondered, and asked, “Is there no response 
from the previous messenger we sent?” 

“We didn’t…” Maya clenched her teeth. 

She was the first who was trapped in the Clear Lake’s Moon-Locking Formation. 

When Maya sensed that the situation was not right, she directly sent SOS letters to 
everyone. 

However, Maya did not expect that every disciple that rushed over would be trapped, 
and soon more people were trapped. 

After giving it a thought, Maya even had a feeling that the Three-Tailed Fox that set up 
this formation deliberately let her send out the messengers to attract more Heavenly 
Stars Sect’s disciples. 

Hence, Maya felt guilty at the thought of that. 

If it were not for her, everyone would not have fallen into an impasse. 

When Xander saw Maya‘s guilty expression, he shook his head and said, “Maya, this 
matter has nothing to do with you. 

The Three-Tailed Fox came prepared, and you accidentally fell into the trap first. 

Fortunately, it was you. 



Otherwise, many people might’ve died by now.” 

Xander was right. 

Thankfully, it was Maya, and she managed to contact them for support immediately. 

If it were other Heavenly Stars Sect’s disciples, they would probably last only for at most 
a day, and they would be torn to pieces from time to time by the monsters in this 
formation. 

Xander glanced at everyone, and he whispered, “We’ll need to see when Casper rushes 
over to break this formation.” 

One of the injured disciples stuttered, “It’s been five days, but there’s no news on 
Casper. 

Is he… Is he coming?” 

“He’s coming!” Maya’s face swiftly changed, and she answered determinedly, “Casper 
will surely come.” 

When she said that, the scene where Caspian blocked everyone outside Mirefield Gate 
and in the Hopeful Woman Mountain appeared in Maya’s mind. 

Another disciple stammered, “But… But… If we can’t go out… Casper… Casper won’t 
have any other competitors in the spiritual apprentice list.” 

Another disciple chimed in, “Moreover, Casper and Xander still have a bet. 

Once Xander has an accident here, then the mission issued by the elders will have to 
be ignored. 

In terms of strength, Casper’s not a match for Xander’s at all, and this is a good 
opportunity to get rid of his enemies. 

After all, we must always be vigilant of others.” 

Besides the few people who knew Caspian, everyone else was doubtful whether 
Caspian would come. 

After all, although they were in the same sect, one could not help but overthink when 
the benefits were obvious. 

Furthermore, several disciples trapped in the Clear Lake’s Moon-Locking Formation 
were Caspian’s competitors in the spiritual apprentice list. 



Therefore, if something terrible happened to them, no one could threaten Caspian’s 
ranking. 

Then, most of the resources would belong to Caspian, and his journey to immortality 
would be much easier. 

As such a temptation was definitely attractive, some of the disciples believed it was hard 
to trust Caspian because there was no knowing what he was thinking. 

They were doubtful that Caspian was coming to the rescue. 

Not only that, but they also felt that so many people were trapped in the formation, and 
Caspian would end up being one of them. 

As soon as the disciple said that, there was a roar coming from the surroundings as if 
there was an earthquake. 

The ground trembled violently, and the fog that had been rotating around them was also 
shaking into a mess as if it was about to collapse at any time. 

“What’s happening?” 

“What’s going?” 

The crowd looked around, and some people even showed a panicked look in their eyes 
as they thought the Three-Tailed Fox had lost patience and wanted to control the 
formation, killing them mercilessly. 

At this time, there was a gap in the surrounding mist as if a piece of porcelain was 
falling to the ground and cracks appeared. 

There was a faint light of the fire in the cracks in one of the areas. 

Even though they were looking at the firelight from afar, they could feel the domineering 
momentum and destructive power. 

It was obvious that the firelight caused the chaos of the formation. 

Then, everyone focused on the area, and a belief soon surged in their hearts, even 
those who were suspicious before started to feel hopeful. 

Next, as if to confirm their guess, Caspian’s voice clearly sounded, passing through the 
gap in the mist, echoing in everyone’s ears. 

“Everyone, I’m here!” 



Caspian’s voice was like a light at the end of the tunnel, and the anxiety and panic in 
everyone’s hearts calmed down. 

Caspian had come! 

From the blazing fire, they could clearly know that the first thing Caspian did after he 
arrived was to pass the news of his arrival so that they could feel at ease. 

Even though the formation was restored after a while and there was an extra killing 
intent, everyone was no longer confused or panicked. 

“Alright. 

Let’s give it a go.” Xander turned around and looked at everyone. 

“Casper took the risk and entered the formation. 

If we attack in the direction where he was just now, we can work together with him and 
completely break the Clear Lake’s Moon-Locking Formation!” Omar clenched his fists, 
and his eyes burst with brilliance. 

At this time, he was feeling excited. 

“That’s right!” Maya nodded. 

“Casper doesn’t even know if we’re alive. 

Yet, with just a glimmer of hope, he still didn’t hesitate to come over and rushed into the 
formation. 

He believes in us, and we must not let him down.” 

Maya gradually drew her Phoenix Sword, and a scorching heat spread to the 
surroundings. 

The other Heavenly Stars Sect’s disciples around them also drew out their weapons, 
and even the doubtful disciples before no longer had the slightest doubt. 

Since Caspian believed that they could hold on until now, they were also confident that 
they could definitely break the formation and retaliate if they joined hands with Caspian. 

“Well, let’s not hold back anymore and respond to Casper’s help,” Xander said, and 
there was a rare excitement in his eyes at this moment. 

“Moreover, let the competition between us start from this moment, Casper. 



You not only managed to come and help us, but also messed up the formation and sent 
us a message. 

Hence, you’ll be leading the score for now!” 

As soon as he said that, Xander pointed at the firelight and shouted at everyone, “Let’s 
attack from this point and let Casper know that we’re starting to fight back!” 
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after sending the message, but he believed that Maya and the others were still alive, 
and they had surely heard him. 

After Mirefield Gate, Caspian could feel the changes in Maya, and he believed that even 
if everyone had fallen, Maya would still hold on as she still had an incomplete goal. 

“Well, if that’s the case, I won’t hold back and join you as soon as possible.” Caspian 
took a deep breath and suddenly stretched. 

Then, dozens of phantoms rushed out of his body, and each of them blasted into space 
with a loud sound. 

Soon, just like a violent wind, they rushed toward the formation. 

Those trapped in the Clear Lake’s Moon-Locking Formation could only passively 
defend, but there was no one like Caspian who actually attacked actively. 

“The Gaze of Death!” 

When facing the monsters, Caspian’s almost spirit tool showed its overpowering force. 

Then, the Ghoul-Locker Spears suddenly shook, and as if an extra eyeball appeared 
out of nowhere and stared forward. 

Then, in the blink of an eye, a shower of rain exploded and scattered everywhere. 

The monsters that were pierced by the Ghoul-Locker Spear immediately exploded. 

Soon, pulped meat, blood, and bone residue flew everywhere. 

Caspian kept walking and rushed toward the gap that appeared among the monsters. 

Then, he stabbed out with the Ghoul-Locker Spear. 



The shadow of the spear brought along an overwhelming force. 

Later, the powerful monsters tried to fill the gap in front of Caspian, but they were swiftly 
crushed to pieces with a loud sound. 

Soon, the ground was stained red, and blood was flowing like a stream. 

At that time, the human-like command sounded from the crowd again. 

Following the command, the monster formation changed again. 

These monsters roared in unison, and they took the initiative to attack Caspian. 

However, Caspian’s eyes flashed with a hint of mockery. 

Soon, the monsters pounced at Caspian, and the last gleam of light above him was 
covered by the huge shadow of the monsters. 

Caspian smiled faintly, saying, “Do you think I can be torn to pieces just because so 
many monsters are rushing at me, or do you think they can exhaust my strength?” 

Caspian naturally said that for the Three-Tailed Fox hiding among the monsters. 

From the fact that the Three-Tailed Fox could change its formation at any time 
according to the situation, Caspian could infer that its position must not be far away 
from him. 

Even if his guess was wrong, then the Three-Tailed Fox indeed had a way to know what 
was happening here. 

Since the other party thought they could kill him by a group attack, Caspian would let 
the facts speak for themselves! 

“You’re just providing me with blood if you rush over!” Caspian roared and bolted toward 
the monsters that were running to him. 

This time, he did not use his Ghoul-Locker Spear. 

Instead, Caspian raised his arm and pointed out with a finger. 

“Pointing to the Stars!” 

Swoosh! Bang! 

A cloud of blood light burst out from Caspian’s fingertip, and in that instant, the 
oncoming monsters’ heads exploded. 



Then, the blood-colored light swept across and slashed a wolf-like monster into half at 
its waist. 

The wild-like monster whimpered, and its body fell into two places as the warm organs 
and blood splattered everywhere. 

The sight of it was terrifying. 

At the same time, the blood bursting from these monsters formed into long and thin 
lines, dense like the summer rain, and flew toward Caspian. 

In a flash, they were absorbed by Caspian’s arm, the Qi and blood that Caspian 
exhausted to perform the spell was instantly replenished. 

Caspian’s eyes burst with brilliance, and he snorted as he faced the monsters, pointing 
his finger at them again. 

”Pointing to the Stars!” 

Bang! Boom! 

Amid the continuous explosions, monsters wailed and flew out. 

Either their body was blasted in half, or their heads were turned into a bloody pulp of 
meat, obviously dead on the spot. 

With each step Caspian took, there would be another layer of thick blood underneath 
him, which was truly part of the journey in immortality. 

As his energy was replenished from these monsters, Caspian was fueling himself with 
the war, and his spell would not be broken at all. 

The Three-Tailed Fox that hid among these monsters saw this scene, and it was gritting 
its teeth hard. 

Its pair of narrow eyes were filled with hatred and anger. 

However, the demon fox could not do anything. 

It was also impossible to let Caspian out of the formation. 

Just as the Three-Tailed Fox was thinking of ways to get rid of the troublesome 
Caspian, a deafening sound came from the center of the Clear Lake’s Moon-Locking 
Formation. 

The demon fox was so shocked that it hurriedly turned to look. 



Caspian also heard the commotion. 

Although he was trapped in the formation and could not see what was happening, the 
loud noise that did not belong to the Clear Lake’s Moon-Locking Formation shocked 
him. 

Sure enough, everyone had heard his message and started to break the formation! 

Caspian knew that Maya, Xander, and others were trapped in the formation before and 
did not try their best to break the formation. 

It was not because they were unwilling, but if they did that at the time, it would only be a 
waste of energy. 

After all, the Clear Lake’s Moon-Locking Formation was arranged with living creatures 
like these monsters. 

If Xander and the others broke through in one direction, Three-Tailed Fox only needed 
to control the monsters and continuously supplement the past from other places. 

If that happened, Xander and the others would face a never-ending stream of monsters, 
and they would be trapped in the center of the formation until their strength was 
exhausted. 

Then, finally, they would be torn to pieces by the monster beast. 

However, Caspian’s appearance was giving them a point of breakthrough. 

With Xander and the others inside while Caspian was outside, they could work together 
and break the Clear Lake‘s Moon-Locking Formation. 

That way, the Three-Tailed Fox and its monsters would be scattered and distracted! 

Hence, the loud noise and explosion were obviously the responses of Xander and 
others. 

In that instant, Caspian rushed forward faster than before. 

Soon, the entire Clear Lake’s Moon-Locking Formation began to sway and shake, 
appearing as it would collapse at any time. 

Monsters after monsters kept dying, and the formation became thinner and weaker. 

Finally, as Caspian pointed out with his finger, the monster in front of him was torn in 
half with a loud bang. 



Then, the familiar sword light of the Triple Blades of Fire, Ice, and Wind appeared in 
front of him. 

Not only were there Omar’s three longswords, but Caspian also saw a ray of red sword 
light suddenly slashed off three monsters’ heads. 

At a glance, the red sword light was like a phoenix showing off its wings! 

“Maya!” 

When Caspian saw the sword light, the final hint of worry completely disappeared. 

When the Phoenix Sword appeared, it naturally meant that Maya, who was the first to 
be trapped in the formation at first, was safe. 
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passing by not far away, Caspian switched to his Ghoul-Locker Spear, bursting out a 
terrifying spear shadow. 

Then, the massive black light that appeared like flashing lightning swept away the 
monsters between Caspian and Omar, Maya, and others in a flash. 

Everyone finally saw each other in the heavy rain of blood. 

“Casper…” 

”Casper!” 

When Maya and the others saw Caspian from afar, they were pleasantly surprised and 
hurriedly rushed to him. 

As for the surrounding monsters, even though they did not dare to flee as they were 
under the Three-Tailed Fox’s pressure, none of them had the courage to move forward. 

Instead, they just circled the crowd from far away. 

Caspian noticed the crowd was running to him, and he nodded, saying, “It’s so great 
that you’re all fine.” 

At this time, Caspian finally felt relieved. 

Maya replied in a serious tone, “We’ve been waiting for you.” 



When Caspian heard this, he looked at the others and saw that they were nodding at 
him, and he felt warm in his heart. 

Sure enough, he did not disappoint them. 

“Casper, we owe you another favor again. 

However, this is not over yet,” Xander chimed in. 

Caspian’s eyes flickered. 

“You’re right. 

The Three-Tailed Fox.” 

Although the Clear Lake’s Moon-Locking Formation was on the verge of collapsing, the 
Three-Tailed Fox hiding behind it was still alive. 

Since it could command so many monsters and even had the skills to set up formations, 
this proved that the Three-Tailed Fox was really dangerous and at the top of the chain. 

“Nonetheless, everyone must be extra careful. 

This Three-Tailed Fox is comparable to an outer disciple,” Omar warned everyone. 

The dozens of apprentices present were all elites, and they naturally understood the 
stakes at this moment, so they all nodded. 

The Clear Lake’s Moon-Locking Formation had already trapped everyone, but it was 
obviously only a matter of time before the formation was broken. 

Focusing on the monsters around, the crowd intended to choose a place to attack with 
all their strength, but the running monsters suddenly stopped. 

The next moment, one part of the monsters separated like a tide, and a dark red figure 
slowly walked out on its two feet. 

It was clearly a fox walking upright! 

Not only did this fox walk upright like a human, but it was also even as tall as an adult, 
and its coat was shiny. 

There was a sly look in the fox’s long and narrow eyes. 

As it slowly appeared in front of everyone, the fox’s three massive tails were swaying 
rhythmically behind it, which was really eye-catching. 



The surrounding air suddenly became stiffer with its appearance, and it was harder for 
everyone to breathe. 

“The Three-Tailed Fox!” Everyone glanced at each other, and they all saw a look of 
surprise and alert in each other’s eyes. 

None of them expected the demon fox to appear on its own, and it even walked so 
brazenly to them. 

However, it must be said that the Three-Tailed Fox indeed had an aura far beyond 
everyone. 

Even a Heavenly Stars Sect’s disciple who just entered the second-stage Pulse Control 
Realm would seem beneath this demon fox if they stood face to face. 

Naturally, it was the demon fox’s 300 years of survival experiences that gave it 
extraordinary momentum. 

At this time, the Three-Tailed Fox stretched out its claws, pointed at everyone, and said, 
“It seems that the Heavenly Stars Sect has had some great disciples in recent years…” 

Besides Caspian, who appeared as if he had expected this, everyone else looked 
shocked. 

This Three-Tailed Fox could actually speak! 

In that instant, everyone’s focus was no longer on the strangely large pair of claws of 
this demon fox. 

Under normal situations, monsters could speak only when they reached enlightenment 
and removed the bones in their mouth. 

However, this Three-Tailed Fox was obviously an ordinary monster. 

Could it be that the 300 years had truly made this demon fox undergo such a 
tremendous change? 

What kind of opponent were they facing? 

Did they underestimate the Three-Tailed Fox from the beginning? 

Everyone’s heart was filled with these questions. 

The originally determined mindset began to waver as the demon fox spoke. 



Among the crowd, a few disciples who did not have great willpower even had a touch of 
panic and anxiety appearing in the depths of their eyes. 

“So you’re the one who controlled the formation before.” At this time, Caspian took a 
step forward and sneered. 

“It’s no wonder that it’s a mess.” 

As soon as Caspian said this, Three-Tailed Fox’s eyes flashed with anger, and its 
cheeks were even shaking humanely. 

Obviously, he was quite unconvinced with Caspian‘s accusation. 

“Nonsense! The Clear Lake’s Moon-Locking Formation is my most proficient…” 

Without waiting for the demon fox to finish its sentence, Caspian directly interrupted, 
“Do you think you know more about formations than a Heavenly Stars Sect’s disciple?” 

The 300 year old Three-Tailed Fox was dumbfounded when it heard that, and it did not 
know what to reply. 

It wanted to argue, but Caspian was right. 

Not to mention the monsters, even in the entire Earlington of Efrax, who would dare to 
pat his chest and say he knew formation better than the Heavenly Stars Sect’s 
disciples? 

In the blink of an eye, the Three-Tailed Fox’s imposing momentum was destroyed, and 
the Heavenly Stars Sect’s disciples felt at ease again. 

Caspian was right. 

Even if the demon fox had lived a long life, it was still the Valley of Death’s monster. 

If it were really something they could not deal with, it would have been noticed by the 
elders in the sect and then be removed. 

Moreover, the life span of a monster and its so-called survival experience was not worth 
mentioning in the face of a cultivator’s powerful strength. 

Once the crowd understood this, they gradually realized why Caspian said that. 

The disciples, whose willpower was almost destroyed, immediately cast grateful glances 
at Caspian. 

The look of fierceness, anger, and shame kept flickering in the Three-Tailed Fox’s eyes. 



Even though the crowd was far away from it, they could clearly hear the sound of the 
demon fox gnashing its teeth. 

Xander put his hand behind his back and gestured to everyone. 

Omar and the others understood his signal, and they calmly took a step to either side as 
they quietly held onto their swords. 

Soon, the Three-Tailed Fox grinned, showing its eerie white teeth. 

Then, it extended its claws, pointing at Caspian and the others. 

“Kill them!” 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Suddenly, there was a strange movement around everyone, and more than a dozen 
figures swiftly pounced out the next moment, bringing long a murderous aura. 

It was as if they appeared out of thin air, exposing their fangs and claws toward 
everyone. 

“You didn’t expect this, right?!” The Three-Tailed Fox commented triumphantly, but its 
tone changed before it finished speaking because it noticed that the group of Heavenly 
Stars Sect’s disciples seemed to have anticipated its sneak attack planned a long time 
ago, especially the guy who had just mocked himself. 

Caspian did not even bat an eye and directly launched an attack, blasting a punch at 
the head of the monster that was sneaking at him. 
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the brain residue sticking on his hands, and he shook his head at the Three-Tailed Fox 
in the distance. 

Then, he said with an exasperated tone, “You’re too naive.” 

Being lectured by a younger in such a condescending tone, the Three-Tailed Fox gritted 
its teeth so hard that they were almost crushed. 

It did live long enough, and the sneak attack tactics it came up with did not have any 
problems. 



However, the Three-Tailed Fox’s only mistake in this plan was overestimating his life 
experience and underestimating Caspian. 

After all, Caspian was experienced in military formations, and he was highly familiar with 
the method of distractions in wars. 

From the moment Three-Tailed Fox took the initiative to show up, Caspian had already 
guessed that it must be using itself to attract everyone’s attention and hide the killers. 

After all, with the Three-Tailed Fox’s realm and strength, there was no need for it to 
appear. 

Caspian’s guess was correct. 

Moreover, his powerful perception also made him quickly sense a strange aura moving 
from the sides of the crowd. 

Caspian gave Xander a signal, and after Xander understood, he swiftly gestured to 
everyone. 

The Three-Tailed Fox’s eyes thought the gesture was a signal that the cultivators 
wanted to attack it. 

In fact, Xander was reminding everyone to beware of sneak attacks on both sides. 

Hence, Caspian had seen through the Three-Tailed Fox’s little tricks, which were just 
like a child‘s play for Caspian. 

The dozens of monsters sneaking an attack were all killed by the well-prepared crowd in 
a flash. 

“You bunch of… D*mn b*stards!” The Three-Tailed fox was fuming with rage, and it 
roared, “Kill them all!“ 

As soon as the demon fox said that, the monsters around it quickly rushed toward 
Caspian and the others, and the mighty wave of monsters shook the ground until it 
cracked and collapsed. 

The Three-Tailed Fox grinned. 

“There are only more than ten of you, but I have dozens of monsters under me. 

I don’t believe that you can hold on…” 

Once again, before the demon fox could finish its sentence, it saw Caspian flashing a 
smile. 



Then, he took out a black thing and threw it toward the crowd of monsters. 

“That’s… The Three-Tailed Fox squinted its eyes as it felt somewhat familiar with the 
item. 

Then, the next second, its eyes flashed with panic. 

“The Killer Waves and Earthquakes Mine!” 

Just as the demon fox said that, there was a terrifying explosion from the wave of 
monsters. 

The billowing airwave was like a giant hand, moving up and down and sweeping all 
around. 

In an instant, it blasted most of the dozens of monsters. 

These monsters were instantly crushed into blood and melted into a huge blood ball, 
rolling turbulently toward the surroundings. 

Not only that, but the sound that erupted was like a mighty river. 

Soon, heavy rain of blood fell, leaving a horrifying scene. 

In a flash, a pungent smell of blood filled the air as if they had fallen into a sea of blood. 

The murderous-filled scene turned into a massive bloody open space in the next 
moment. 

The Three-Tailed Fox watched the scene, and its initially narrow eyes widened. 

Its chest rose and fell violently as if its heart was about to pop out. 

It was not surprising that the demon fox reacted like this. 

After all, it had only been a few seconds since it commanded the monsters to rush 
forward, only for them to be completely destroyed. 

“You… You have the Killer Waves and Earthquakes Mine? Why didn’t you use it 
before? ” The Three-Tailed Fox asked in shock, and it was obviously implying why 
Caspian did not use it when he broke into the formation. 

“If I used it, would you still show yourself?” Caspian retorted. 

The Three-Tailed Fox was speechless, and there was an intense hint of murderous 
intent in the depth of its eyes as it had developed a deep fear for Caspian. 



Before this, the Three-Tailed Fox believed that its strength had surpassed the Heavenly 
Stars Sect’s apprentices. 

Over time, the demon fox indeed had incredible wisdom. 

Even if it was not comparable to some of the extremely outstanding geniuses among 
the cultivators, it should be more than enough compared to these apprentices. 

Moreover, the development of the situation was indeed just as the Three-Tailed Fox 
expected until Caspian showed up. 

From the moment Caspian appeared, the Three-Tailed Fox felt res trained by the 
opponent every step of the way. 

The demon fox believed that it had extraordinary wisdom, yet it was just as ridiculous as 
a naive child’s little plan in front of Caspian. 

The formation that it set and its scheme were all anticipated by the opponent in 
advance. 

The Three-Tailed Fox believed that if it did not get rid of Caspian today, it would 
naturally not be able to survive in the Valley of Death anymore! 

Since it was not enough to rely on wisdom, the Three-Tailed Fox decided to use the 
most primitive solution for this problem. 

As it was already a level six monster, the demon fox’s strength was comparable to a 
mid-level second-stage Pulse Control Realm disciple. 

Nonetheless, besides Caspian and Xander, who could fight against outer disciples, 
none of the Heavenly Stars Sect’s disciples here were a match for an outer disciple. 

Furthermore, even though Caspian and Xander could battle against the outer disciples, 
it was only limited to entry-level second-stage Pulse Control Realm cultivators. 

There was a significant difference between entry-level, mid-level, and peak no matter its 
realm. 

The Three-Tailed Fox understood this, and it had absolute confidence that it could 
destroy all these apprentices and restore its dignity! In an instant, the Three-Tailed Fox 
exploded with shocking killing intent. 

The dark red fur on its body almost stood on end, and anger and murderous intent was 
brewing in its eyes. 



Its front claws were making a burst of crackling sound from its bones, and they became 
bigger and longer! 

When Three-Tailed Fox walked upright, it was about the same height as an adult. 

However, its claws were as big as a washbasin! Not only that, but each of the demon 
fox’s fingers was bent sharply like a machete, and with just a slight movement, a 
horrifying sharp light flickered. 

Caspian’s face immediately changed, and he hurriedly warned everyone, “Watch out!” 

He did not expect that the Three-Tailed Fox would become hostile so quickly. 

“Brat, you don’t have the chance to use the Killer Waves and Earthquakes Mine 
anymore!” The Three-Tailed Fox roared, and a ray of maroon-colored light rushed 
toward everyone. 

Buzz! Boom! 

Everyone only felt their vision was blurry, and there was huge turbulence in the air. 

The next moment, the Three-Tailed Fox actually bolted toward everyone, raising its 
claws and slashing one of the Heavenly Stars Sect’s disciples on the side of the crowd. 

The demon fox was too fast, and none present could react! 

Swoosh! 

The air was torn open, letting out an ear-piercing screech. 

Then, the disciple screamed, and blood was gushing out from his chest to the lower 
abdomen. 

Next, his body suddenly fell into the distance and flew out. 

Just as everyone realized what was happening and wanted to come to help, the Three-
Tailed Fox did not give them any chance, and it instantly attacked the remaining people. 
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unpredictable as a ghost, and like a blood-stained blade, it was terrifying. 

In that instant, everyone felt their blood running cold. 



Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Everyone only had time to react by instinct. 

Immediately, a series of sparks bloomed in the crowd. 

The Three-Tailed Fox’s horrifying speed made it look as if it were attacking dozens of 
people at once. 

Clank! Clank! Clank! Clank! 

Amidst the sound of metals impacting one another, the crowd was forced to retreat, and 
those weaker even staggered and flew out. 

Caspian kicked and kicked, stepping back several steps. 

Each step he took made clear footprints on the ground. 

Then, he narrowed his eyes slightly, and they flashed with brilliance. 

At this time, Xander’s face also turned gloomy. 

As soon as they started the fight, he could clearly feel the difference between him and 
the Three-Tailed Fox. 

The opponent’s series of attacks was equivalent to it spreading its force into dozens of 
parts. 

However, the crowd could barely resist. 

If the demon fox grabbed one of the disciples and attacked violently, the disciple would 
surely be defeated in a flash. 

The dark red figure quickly stopped not far from everyone, and the Three-Tailed Fox 
smiled grimly and raised its claws, which were dripping with blood. 

There were already about six people with bloody wounds on their arms or chest among 
the crowd. 

However, the one with the worst injury was the disciple who was first beaten by Three-
Tailed Fox. 

His chest seemed to have been chopped out by a guillotine, leaving three gory wounds 
that his organs almost fell out. 

Fortunately, he was a cultivator as he would be long dead if he were a warrior. 



“This guy…” Omar gritted his teeth. 

This was the first time he had to reveal his Blade of Wind as soon as he fought an 
opponent. 

The Three-Tailed Fox seemed to be just waving his claws randomly, but Omar’s hands 
immediately felt numb, and he almost could not hold his swords right. 

“What a bunch of useless beings. 

Sure enough, you’re all as weak as I expected,” The Three-Tailed Fox laughed 
mockingly. 

It was obvious that the demon fox had regained its confidence from its series of attacks. 

Its body was trembling as it laughed, and suddenly it shrieked, “I want you to die!” 

In an instant, the figure of Three-Tailed Fox once again turned into a flash of lightning, 
rushing toward everyone. 

This time, its target was Maya! 

Swoosh! 

The Three-Tailed Fox was too fast, and Maya only felt a gust of wind before her. 

Before she could react, a massive claw glistened with harsh light rushing toward her as 
if her head was about to be pierced the next second. 

“Die!” The Three-Tailed Fox roared proudly. 

”The Great Leisure Court!” Caspian suddenly stepped forward. 

Although it was difficult for him to keep up with the speed of Three-Tailed Fox at this 
distance, the Great Leisure Court could shrink the space and save his time. 

Swoosh! 

As he took a step forward, Caspian raised his spear and stabbed out. 

“The Gaze of Death!” 

With a buzzing sound, the surrounding void was filled with black light, and the breath of 
death instantly enveloped the Three-Tailed Fox. 

“B*stard!” The Three-Tailed Fox was shocked and angered. 



Among so many people, he was most afraid of Caspian. 

Furthermore, Caspian’s almost spirit tool also made the demon fox afraid to fight him 
using its body. 

Nevertheless, the Three-Tailed Fox did not expect that Caspian had such exquisite 
body technique, and it had no choice but to give up on Maya, who was close at hand. 

Next, the demon fox turned its claws backward and faced the Ghoul-Locker Spear. 

Clank! 

Sparks flew everywhere, and Caspian’s Ghoul-Locker Spear and the Three-Tailed Fox’s 
claws collided, but the force was evenly matched! This was the first time Caspian did 
not hurt his opponent despite using the Ghoul-Locker Spear! 

The flickering sparks illuminated the Three-Tailed Fox’s face, and it appeared even 
gloomier and more sinister than before. 

At this moment, the demon fox laughed evilly, snapping its iron-like claws and directly 
grabbing the tip of the Ghoul-Locker Spear. 

”I’d like to see what else you can do!” The Three-Tailed Fox smiled even more 
cunningly, and it hoped to see Caspian panic. 

However, the Three -Tailed Fox found that Caspian was sneering instead. 

Instinctively, it felt something was wrong and wanted to let go. 

The Three-Tailed Fox felt that it had trapped Caspian’s weapon, and he was only 
pretending to be mysterious. 

Then, just as the Three-Tailed Fox was hesitating, Caspian suddenly shouted. 

“Lightning inscription!” 

Buzz! 

The Three-Tailed Fox felt numb all over as if it were struck by lightning, and its for stood 
on end. 

“You!” Just as the demon fox was about to curse Caspian for being despicable, it 
noticed that Caspian was frowning. 

“You’re still able to talk?” Caspian frowned and said, “Let’s give it another try.” 



Buzz! 

The lightning strike was much stronger than before. 

Not only was the Three-Tailed Fox standing on end, it even spat out a mouthful of white 
smoke. 

“You seem to have forgotten one thing!” 

The angry and frightened Three-Tailed Fox looked at Caspian, sneering at it. 

Unfortunately, it could not move as the lightning inscription had stunned him. 

“The Heavenly Stars Sect’s not only great in formations, but also inscriptions!” 

“The… Glorious! Dragon!” Caspian roared, and the entire Ghoul-Locker Spear exploded 
with a dazzling red light. 

Just like an angered dragon, the fire immediately blasted toward the Three-Tailed Fox, 
and the raging flame swallowed it in an instant. 

Caspian did not appear relaxed, and he swiftly shouted, “Don’t give it a chance to fight 
back!” 

Xander and the others had woken up from the shock just now. 

When they heard Caspian, they quickly attacked the Three-Tailed Fox’s silhouette in the 
flames. 

Moreover, they knew their skills to deal with this Three-Tailed Fox were limited. 

Hence, they must grasp any chance they have. 

Soon, everyone joined hands to kill this monster! 

“The Dance of Fire and Ice! The Raging Sea Storm!” Omar’s all three swords, the 
Fierce as Fire, Cold as Ice, and Swift as Wind, made an appearance. 

In a flash, the dazzling lights slashed out terrifying sword lights, falling on the Three-
Tailed Fox. 

Maya hurriedly followed after. 

Compared with her past, Maya’s willpower had greatly improved, and she had 
recovered from the fright just now. 



Then, she roared and chopped at the Three-Tailed Fox with her Phoenix Sword. 

“The Flame Phoenix Storm! The Blazing Flame Slash!” 

Boom! 

As if it were a massive longsword condensed by a gale directly pressing downward, the 
Glorious Dragon’s flames roared as if fuel was added to the fire, and it burnt even more 
intensely. 

The other disciples echoed and showed all the martial arts they had learned before. 

The Three-Tailed Fox in flames trembled violently and let out a miserable wall as it 
struggled fiercely with great strength beyond imagination. 

Next, the demon fox grabbed Caspian’s Ghoul-Locker Spear and tossed him away. 

Other people also retreated one after another due to the Three-Tailed Fox’s momentum. 

However, Xander’s figure suddenly appeared like a black shadow behind the demon 
fox. 
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opportunity while Omar and others attacked. 

What be cultivated was the Way of Killing, and as the name suggested, there would be 
no survivor left under his sword. 

He understood that this Three-Tailed Fox was so powerful that if he attacked first, at 
best, he would only injure the demon fox and could not kill it. 

If that were the case, Xander’ s role would be greatly reduced. 

Moreover, the opportunity Caspian won so hard for them should not be wasted just like 
that! 

Knowing how hard it was to get the chance, Xander did not act rashly. 

At this moment, everyone else was retreating due to the furious and frantic Three-Tailed 
Fox, whereas the demon fox was also severely injured, and it did not pay attention to 
his back. 



Thus, this was the best time for Xander to attack! 

Swoosh! 

The green sword light immediately burst. 

In that instant, a murderous aura spread and overpowered the surroundings as if all the 
vitality of several meters in a radius was cut off. 

Even the colorful world became pale and lack of life. 

“The Humming Twilight Slash!” 

The flame, sword light, and the Three-Tailed Fox’s silhouette froze as if the entire world 
had stopped. 

The Three-Tailed Fox stood in place with its eyes widened, and its pupils continued to 
enlarge as it kept making a gurgling sound. 

The demon fox’s front paws raised high as if he wanted to do something, but it did not 
have the strength to do anything. 

“We did it!” 

“We killed a level six monster!” 

After being dumbfounded for a moment, the crowd quickly regained their senses, and 
they were overjoyed. 

However, only Caspian and Xander appeared serious. 

Suddenly, Caspian’s eyes flashed with a strange light, and he blurted, “Sh*t!” 

Just as he said that, Caspian walked out with the Great Leisure Court, and the long 
spear in his hand was like a dragon out of the water, directly stabbing the Three-Tailed 
Fox. 

Unexpectedly, one of the Three-Tailed Fox’s tails suddenly broke, and it suddenly 
returned to its agile self. 

Then, its eyes flashed with a cunning and eerie look. 

Next, the Three-Tailed Fox suddenly turned around and grabbed Xander’s chest with its 
sharp claws, obviously wanting to catch him off guard and dig his chest and abdomen! 
Even though Xander had always been vigilant, the Three-Tailed Fox was too fast, and 
he only managed to block his chest with his sword. 



Clank! 

The Three-Tailed Fox’s claws pressed onto the blade, and it pushed Xander forward 
forcefully. 

Bang! 

The blade was immediately pressed against Xander’s chest, and three sharp claws 
easily pierced Xander’s shirt and stabbed his chest. 

Soon, blood was gushing out from his wounds. 

Not far away, everyone had recovered from the joy they felt before. 

When they saw this scene, shock, panic, and confusion appeared in their eyes and 
faces. 

They could not even react in time. 

“I want to kill…” The Three-Tailed Fox, more accurately the Two-Tailed Fox, wanted to 
kill Xander badly. 

Its unique talent was to survive by docking its tails. 

When the demon fox encountered a fatal attack, it could choose to exhaust its 100 
years of cultivation and lose one tail in exchange for a new life. 

However, the damage to its realm and body was also considerable. 

After the demon fox lost its tail, it immediately became a level five monster instead of a 
level six. 

Not only that but its future cultivation would be considerably affected by the break of its 
tail today. 

The time and energy needed for the demon fox to return to level six would be doubled. 

Since it needed to pay such a hefty price, the Two-Tailed Fox naturally hated Xander to 
the core! It wanted to directly tear Xander in half for making it lose one of its tails to vent 
its hatred. 

It believed Xander’s and Caspian’s strength was comparable. 

Thus, if it could kill Xander, its pressure would be greatly reduced when facing Caspian 
and the rest of the disciples. 



However, just before the Two-Tailed Fox finished its sentence or even exerted force on 
its claws, it heard the Ghoul-Locker Spear piercing through the air. 

Not only that, but the demon fox also felt a chill running down its spine. 

“D*mn it! It’s that guy!” The Two-Tailed Fox was annoyed. 

If it stubbornly went on and killed Xander, the demon fox might lose another of its tail. 

The sacrifice was too big, and the Two-Tailed Fox was naturally unwilling to make such 
a colossal loss. 

Therefore, the Two-Tailed Fox withdrew its claws with resentment. 

Then, it got onto the ground and fled toward the distance. 

Xander’s chest was bleeding furiously again, and his body rose into mid-air. 

However, he supported himself on the ground with his palms when he landed to prevent 
himself from falling. 

Then, he hurriedly said to Caspian, who rushed over to help him, “I‘m fine! Stop that fox! 
Don’t let it escape!” 

Xander understood that it was not easy for them to reduce the demon fox‘s realm and 
severely injured it. 

This was the best time to chase after and kill it. 

Once they missed out on this chance, everything they worked for before would be 
wasted. 

Of course, the only person who could chase after the Two-Tailed Fox was Caspian. 

Yet, to Xander’s surprise, Caspian was not anxiously chasing after the demon fox. 

Instead, he helped Xander up and sneered, “Does it really think it could escape?” 

Caspian’s tone was full of confidence, and Xander was stunned. 

Then, he quickly gave it a thought, hoping to figure out why Caspian was so assured. 

Soon, Xander realized that from Caspian’s appearance, until he disrupted and broke the 
formation, and then cut off the demon fox’s tail, something seems to be missing during 
that time. 



“What was missing?” Xander glanced at Caspian and noticed that he was looking in the 
distance. 

In an instant, Xander connected the dots! 

“Solana!” Xander shouted. 

Until now, none of them had seen Solana. 

Although they were unclear of Solana and Caspian’s relationship, Xander and the 
others could tell that Solana was incredibly dependent on Caspian. 

With this dependence, it was absolutely impossible for Solana and Caspian not to 
contact each other after coming to the Valley of Death. 

If they had been contacting one another, Caspian’s greatest confidence at this moment 
was naturally from Solana! 

At the thought of that, Xander quickly turned to look in the direction where the Two-
Tailed Fox had fled. 

Sure enough, he saw a thin white figure appear in a flower bush, swaying in the wind in 
the distance. 

Solana appeared right in front of the Two-Tailed Fox! 

At this time, the Two-Tailed Fox was only less than 50 meters away from Caspian and 
the others. 

Seeing this scene, Xander and the others had already understood that Solana was 
actually there from the beginning. 

However, she followed Caspian’s orders and stayed in ambush all the time. 

In other words, Caspian has prepared for this situation from the very beginning! 
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were immediately shocked by Caspian’s prediction of the situation again. 

The crowd even felt as if Caspian had counted every possibility. 



Anyone being such a person’s companion would always feel at ease, but if they were 
his opponent, they might have to live in fear at all times. 

However, everyone was not relieved yet. 

After all, Solana’s realm was relatively low among everyone else. 

Hence, they were unsure if Solana could successfully stop the Two-Tailed Box for now. 

Even though the demon fox had lost one tail, causing its realm to drop, its existence 
was still comparable to a second-stage Pulse Control Realm cultivator. 

Caspian had confidence in Solana as he understood that Solana’s task was not to kill 
the Two-Tailed Fox but to block it, and that was definitely something within her strength. 

Even if Solana did not have the power, she had the determination! 

After losing one of its tails, the Two-Tailed Fox did not desire to fight with Caspian and 
the others anymore. 

Although its heart was filled with indignation, the demon fox knew well that the wisest 
choice was to endure the humiliation if it wanted to survive, this was the way of survival 
that it has realized over 300 years. 

When the Two-Tailed Fox saw a girl suddenly appearing in front of it, its eyes flashed 
with an intense murderous intent, and it roared, “Get lost!” 

As the demon fox said that, it did not slow down but directly rushed toward Solana. 

If she did not move away, the demon fox would not hesitate to tear this Heavenly Stars 
Sect’s disciples into pieces and vent its anger. 

The Two-Tailed Fox realized that it was getting closer to Solana, yet she did not seem 
to avoid it. 

Then, the demon fox flashed its fangs and sped up, and just like a cannonball, it rushed 
toward Solana with its sharp claw aiming at her chest. 

Even a piece of granite would be easily pierced through by this claw! 

“Watch out!” Maya exclaimed from the crowd far away, wanting to remind Solana. 

However, Solana still did not dodge, and her gaze did not even change, appearing just 
like calm water. 

As she stared at the Two-Tailed Fox, Solana suddenly attacked. 



“The Imperial Jail Deity Physique!” 

“The Strangulation of an Angered Dragon!” 

Boom! 

In that instant, the flowers and plants around her fell toward the ground as if an invisible 
force pressured them. 

Then, as if a deity was faintly shouting in her body, and as she attacked, there seemed 
to be an angered dragon roaring and destroying everything around her. 

Bang! 

An explosion smmded, and Solana’s palm and the Two-Tailed Fox’s claw collided in 
mid-air, causing a violent blast. 

Next, the air around them trembled, forming visible airwaves that spread toward their 
surroundings. 

Not only that, but even Solana’s sleeves, from the wrist to the shoulder, were torn and 
ripped in an instant, revealing her porcelain arms. 

Then, the fragments of her clothes flew around like countless butterflies. 

Soon, blood was gushing out from the tiny wounds on her palm. 

The Two-Tailed Fox’s gaze suddenly changed as it was shocking to find a seemingly 
weak girl to have such formidable strength. 

At this time, it felt like it was not bombarding a cultivator at all but a huge bronze chariot 
from ancient times! 

That was not the only thing that shocked the Two-Tailed Fox. 

The next moment, it was as if the girl did not feel any pain and suddenly took a step 
forward to attack again. 

Her delicate arm seemed to have stored power as strong as a lava eruption. 

“The Strangulation…” 

The Two-Tailed Fox raised its head and saw Solana’s eyes. 

Her gaze was calm as usual, but the demon fox actually felt its heart violently twitch. 



It was fear! 

Then, Solana‘s voice echoed in the Two-Tailed Fox‘s ears. 

“Of an Angered Dragon!” 

Boom! 

Another violent explosion occurred, causing the Two-Tailed Fox to scream and fall back 
like a kite with a broken line. 

Then, it saw Solana swaying slightly, and she weakly fell on one knee. 

Obviously, the direct impact with the Two-Tailed Fox was beyond her realm. 

Nonetheless, the demon fox was confused about that. 

Solana knew that her realm was much lower, and she was weaker too. 

So, why was she so brazen to block the demon fox and even attack it? 

The Two-Tailed Fox was baffled about these, but it did not have any more time to think 
about them as Caspian and the others started to attack it. 

“The Firmament’s Ghoul-Locker Spear!” 

“The Phoenix Wing’s Starry Night Slash!” 

“The Raging Sea Storm!” 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

In that instant, the spear shadow, sword light, blade glow, and endless attack were like 
tides swallowing the Two-Tailed Fox. 

Then, a large amount of blood shot into mid-air, pulling an arch as the Two-Tailed Fox 
cried out due to the excruciating pain. 

The demon fox was indignant. 

Even though it had the strength comparable to a second-stage Pulse Control Realm 
cultivator and was somewhat good in formations, it was still defeated under these 
Heavenly Stars Sect’s apprentices! 

The truth was apparent. 



The large amount of blood had blurred the Two-Tailed Fox’s vision, staining it red. 

Suddenly, the demon fox gritted its teeth, losing another tail again! 

When the Two-Tailed Fox’s tail dropped, it could feel its vitality restored, and all the 
wounds on it were healed. 

However, the demon fox paid the price by having its realm reduced. 

Consequently, the Two-Tailed Fox was only a level three monster, and it did not have 
the advantage in the realm anymore in the Valley of Death. 

However, the demon fox that was left with one tail did not have the mood to entertain its 
anger and sadness. 

All it wanted to do was flee from this place. 

Now that its realm was reduced, the demon fox did not have any advantage against 
these Heavenly Stars Sect’s cultivators. 

On the contrary, the demon fox could only run away in fear based on their number of 
people and strength. 

At the very least, there might be a glimmer of hope if it returned to its lair. 

The demon fox swiftly decided on that and turned around, and it spat out a white light. 

Caspian was shocked, but he could tell it was an array map. 

However, the palm-sized array map was folded and held in the demon fox’s mouth. 

It was apparent that the demon fox was not stupid, and it still had ways even at the 
critical moment. 

When the array map was activated, everyone sieging the demon fox instantly felt as if 
they were immersed in seawater, and the surrounding air turned dense, causing their 
movements to slow down. 

Caspian’s eyes flashed. 

“Water-Condensing Formation!” 

Caspian was naturally familiar with this formation, but he immediately thought of another 
problem. 



Taking advantage of the opportunity that everyone was trapped in the formation, the 
demon fox twisted its body and quickly fled toward a distant mountain. 

Nonetheless, the Water-Condensing Formation was only a low-level formation, and if 
Caspian and the others joined hands, they could burst it as easily as a bubble. 

“This thing actually had such a trick up its sleeves!” 

“The Water-Condensing Formation! B*stard!” 

After breaking the formation, everyone was angry. 

It was already annoying to be trapped by the Clear Lake’s Moon-Locking Formation 
before, as that was one of the signature formations of Heavenly Stars Sect. 

The only difference was it was completed by many monsters. 

However, they actually fell for a low-level formation, and what made them angrier was 
this cheap trick allowed the demon fox to escape. 

As everyone was raging, Caspian appeared to be deep in his thoughts. 
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silhouette and ordered, “Chase after it!” 

Although the demon fox ran away from the crowd with the help of the formation, its 
speed was greatly reduced due to the decline in its realm. 

Everyone might not catch up with it for the time being, but they could still catch up to it. 

Once Omar and the others came, Omar glanced at Caspian, who was deep in thoughts. 

“Casper, what are you thinking about?” 

“I’m just wondering where did the formation come from,” Caspian answered. 

Xander was not dumb, but he did not manage to pay attention to this details as he was 
focused on the situation just now. 

However, when he heard Caspian’s reminder, Xander immediately reacted. 



“You only need materials for formations, but for array maps, someone needs to draw it.” 
Xander’s eyes flickered. 

“Casper, are you saying there’s someone behind this demon fox?” 

“That’s unnecessary.” Caspian shook his head. 

“Even if the demon fox survived in the Valley of Death for 300 years, it‘s still a low-level 
monster without any bloodline. 

Hence, there’s no need to cultivate it, and it must’ve found the array map by accident. 

However…” 

“However?” Xander asked. 

“Xander, if someone uses the Water-Condensing Formation against you in the spiritual 
apprentice list ranking competition, can you break it?” Caspian did not answer, but 
asked a question instead. 

Xander did not hesitate and replied, “Yes. 

If the Water-Condensing Formation was laid down by an apprentice, I can break it 
myself.” 

As soon as he said that, Xander immediately understood what Caspian was referring to, 
and he exclaimed, “Wait! We only managed to break the Water-Condensing Formation 
when the dozen of us worked together!” 

“That’s right.” Caspian nodded, and the thoughtful look in his eyes became more 
profound. 

“The demon fox’s Water-Condensing Formation must’ve been from the Valley of 
Death’s disciples. 

As for the disciples in the Valley of Death, they would surely be in the first-stage Pulse 
Control Realm. 

Being able to draw this level of Water-Condensing Formation in the first-stage Pulse 
Control Realm, I think even Kyle can’t match it.” 

Among the apprentices of Heavenly Stars Sect, Kyle was definitely the best in 
formations, and he was also one of the disciples that the Heavenly Stars Sect’s elders 
paid attention to. 

If Kyle was not good enough for that… 



At the thought of that, Xander gasped, but he quickly asked, “Maybe this formation was 
drawn by someone else?” After saying that, Xander swiftly disagreed with his opinion. 

“The Water-Condensing Formation is a low-level formation. 

Once the disciple has deeper research in formations, they won’t use it anymore.” 

Using the same materials, one could draw a better and powerful formation, so why 
would they still use the Water-Condensing Formation? 

Just as Caspian said, an apprentice definitely drew this Water-Condensing Formation. 

Nonetheless, this also showed another problem was involved. 

If Kyle could not do it, who else would it be among the apprentices? 

“This demon fox has lived for more than three hundred years. 

If we chase it all the way, maybe we can get the answer.” While speaking, Caspian had 
helped Solana up and then handed her a healing pill, smiling, “You did great.” 

Solana hummed in reply, and there was a massive wave of satisfaction surging in her 
heart. 

However, her face was still as indifferent as usual. 

When the crowd immediately chased in the direction the demon fox fled, Caspian turned 
to the thoughtful Xander and smiled. 

“Xander, it seems that the result of our competition will be decided through this demon 
fox.” 

Caspian knew that he did not need to explain further as he believed Xander had already 
regarded the killer of the demon fox as the decider of their match. 

Xander replied, “Since you broke the formation, I’m slightly behind you now.” 

“No.” Caspian shook his head. 

“I broke the formation, but you slashed one of the demon fox’s tails. 

From that, we‘re already tied.” 

“You created that opportunity,” Xander corrected. 



“Even though there was an opportunity, you’re the only one who grasped it” Caspian 
said, “So from this point, we’re still tied.” 

Seeing that Caspian was so determined, Xander did not push it anymore and nodded. 

“Okay, since we cut the second tail of the demon fox together, so we’re on par with 
each other. 

If that’s the case, let’s see who cut off the demon fox’s last tail and kill it, and that 
person will be the winner.” 

“Sure!” Caspian nodded. 

Then, the three of them quickly chased after the crowd in front of them. 

Due to Caspian’s instruction in advance, Omar and others did not directly catch up with 
the demon fox to stop it, but they deliberately left a gap and let it escape toward its lair. 

After running a little further and dashing into the mountains, the demon fox immediately 
entered a cave. 

“Chase after it!” 

Caspian and the others looked at one another and quickly chased after the demon fox. 

Then, they went straight into the hole. 

The entrance of this hole seemed small, but it was deep inside. 

Nonetheless, as there was only one passage, everyone was not worried about losing 
the demon fox. 

Just before it reached the exit, the demon fox suddenly sped and hurriedly got out 
Caspian and the others followed closely, and they also got out of the cave’s tunnel. 

At this time, everyone discovered that they were already in the depths of a cave, and 
there was an underground river dozens of meters away from them. 

The demon fox was standing on the edge of the underground river, looking at the crowd 
with a cold gaze. 

The underground river was not too wide, and it was only about six meters. 

Then, Caspian looked over at the demon fox and immediately saw a skeleton leaning 
against the rock wall of the cave on the opposite side of the underground river! 



It was apparent that the person was dead long ago, as the entire body was left with the 
white skeleton. 

However, from the iconic Heavenly Stars Sect’s robe, Caspian could tell that the person 
was a Heavenly Stars Sect’s apprentice and also a female disciple. 

“Array maps!” Caspian’s eyes flashed as he saw some scattered array maps, books, 
and a spread of materials on the ground around the skeleton. 

Caspian had a slight knowledge of formations, so he immediately recognized that those 
were all materials needed for formations. 

The array map, materials, and the skeleton confirmed Caspian’s previous speculation. 

Then, he turned to Xander and noticed he was looking at him with an assured look 
Next, the two of them nodded at the same time. 

‘It seems that the demon fox learned formations from the skeleton, but I’m unsure 
whether the owner of the skeleton taught the demon fox, or the demon fox learned it by 
itself,’ Caspian groaned in his heart 

At this moment, Caspian had a hunch, and he only felt a deep chill seeping into his 
bones. 

The extremely strong sense of danger made him subconsciously look toward the 
source, and Caspian quickly met the demon fox’s eyes, which were revealing a hint of 
cruelty and resentment. 
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rushed in Caspian’s heart. 

“It still has another trick up its sleeves!” Then, almost without hesitation, Caspian roared, 
“Everyone, be careful! Immediately retreat!” 

Caspian believed in his instincts. 

In the past when leading soldiers in battles, he had relied on intuition many times to 
predict danger in advance. 

Moreover, relying on his strong perception, he had also noticed a trace of extremely 
abnormal movements in the surroundings. 



When Caspian realized this, he found that he was too careless before. 

He always felt that after cutting off two of the demon fox’s tails, his side had already 
gained the upper hand no matter in terms of number or strength. 

Nonetheless, the demon fox turned out to have a backup, and it was so strong that the 
demon fox could courageously stand dozens of meters away from them and look at 
them coldly. 

“That’s not right!” Caspian realized something. 

“It’s absolutely impossible for the demon fox to arrange this. 

No matter how scheming a monster is, it’s still not enlightened. 

Hence, this demon fox couldn’t possibly have a stronger hole card until now. 

So why is it so confident…” 

At this moment, Caspian felt the comer of his eye flashed, and he quickly looked at the 
skeleton. 

Seeing the skeleton, the array maps and materials scattered around it, Caspian swiftly 
connected the dots. 

Then, his hair stood on end. 

“The final trick was not arranged by the demon fox, but the skeleton, the formation 
genius that died!” 

The entire analysis was done in the blink of an eye, but just as Caspian was about to 
warn everyone, the demon fox grinned and pressed a seemingly inconspicuous stone 
beside it. 

Buzz! 

Soon, the entire cave trembled strangely, and there were ripples after ripples spreading 
in the air. 

Almost instantly, everyone felt their body suddenly turn lighter. 

Some people were floating, whereas the others felt as if they were soaked in seawater, 
and their actions were slow. 

A few disciples were groaning as the back of their hands was cut open by the airflow 
passing through. 



The dozens of people present were caught in six different situations as if they had 
stepped into several formations all at once. 

“What’s going on!” 

“Why am I losing control!” 

“How can I get back on the ground?!” 

“Who sneaked an attack!” 

Suddenly, various voices sounded. 

Then, the demon fox grinned, and its resentful voice echoed in the cave. 

“I gave you an easy way out, yet you choose to walk through hell. 

Since that’s the chase, I‘ll let you experience the force of the Chaos Formation!” 

When they heard “the Chaos Formation”, Caspian and everyone else were stunned. 

As the Heavenly Stars Sect’s disciples, they had naturally heard of the Chaos 
Formation. 

The so-called Chaos Formation was to deploy multiple formations in an area at the 
same time. 

Some of these formations were close to each other, and some overlapped. 

Even though the formations seemed to have their own use, they could kill enemies 
beyond the realm once they connected and coordinated well with their formidable force. 

Although the Chaos Formation was powerful, it was challenging to set up as the 
formations would interfere with each other. 

Only a formation master with extremely high experience in formations or geniuses with 
great wisdom would research it Hence, Caspian and the others might have heard of the 
Chaos Formation before, but they had never seen it. 

Nonetheless, not only did they witness it now, but they also experienced it! 

Knowing that this was the Chaos Formation, everyone quickly recognized every 
formation. 

“Water-Condensing Formation! It’s no wonder that my movements are so slow!” 



“I need to break! This is the Soil-Thickening Formation!” As soon as the disciple wanted 
to break the formation, he was hit by an uplifted earth wall on his stomach. 

Then, he flew into the air, crashing into the Water-Condensing Formation. 

Consequently, the speed of his fall suddenly became slow. 

“This is the Flying Wings Formation!” 

“The Wind of Blades of Formation!” The disciple quickly backed away but was blocked 
by a dirt wall. 

Next, the wind of blades cut across his chest, immediately opening a wound and 
causing blood to gush out. 

Caspian could not help but lament. 

“These formations are working so well together.” 

Caspian did not carefully study the Heavenly Stars Sect’s history. 

Nonetheless, the first-stage Pulse Control Realm apprentice who could set up such 
well-matched formations in her Chaos Formation would surely be a spectacular genius 
in the Heavenly Stars Sect back then, and it was impossible for her not to leave a name. 

Just as this thought flashed in Caspian’s mind, the demon fox suddenly let out a sharp 
roar. 

Lifting his head, Caspian saw the demon fox stretching out its sharp claws and rushing 
toward the crowd, and it seemed that it had deep resentment for everyone. 

When the demon fox saw everyone trapped in the Chaos Formation, it did not choose to 
flee but wanted to kill everyone instead. 

With a roar, the demon fox immediately grabbed a disciple on the edge of the formation. 

The disciple hurriedly raised his long saber, but the wind of blades hit it. 

Soon, the speed of him falling suddenly slowed down, and the sharp claws of the 
demon fox pierced the disciple’s arm. 

Then, with another violent pull, it brought out a heavy rain of blood. 

After the blow, the demon fox quickly turned in another direction and attacked another 
person. 



The demon fox was aware that as it did not set up the Chaos Formation, it would also 
fall into danger like the Heavenly Stars Sect’s disciples if it stepped into the formation. 

Therefore, the demon fox specifically chose to attack the disciples at the edge of the 
formation. 

In that case, the Heavenly Stars Sec’s disciples had to resist the ever-changing power 
of the formation while also guarding against the sneak attack by the demon fox, and the 
pressure was extremely high. 

Within a short period, nearly half of the people were injured by the demon fox. 

“I’d like to see where you’re going to escape now!” The demon fox succeeded in his 
scheme, and it was smiling proudly. 

Moreover, its eyes also flashed with a hint of wickedness. 

Next, the demon fox noticed that Maya was trapped between two formations, and she 
could not care about anything else but shout. 

Then, the demon fox grabbed Maya. 

“D*mn woman! Didn’t you have fun slashing me just now! I‘m going to dig your heart 
out!” The demon fox grinned, grabbing the unsuspecting Maya’s heart from behind with 
its sharp claws. 

Maya had no time for the demon fox now, and no one around her could come to her 
help at the moment. 

“Go to hell!” The demon fox laughed heartily. 

“The Great Leisure Court!” Caspian, who was on the other side of the Chaos Formation, 
yelled and moved like a sword light flashing out from the water. 

Then, he instantly cut the billowing air and came to Maya. 

With his spear in his hand, Caspian blocked the demon fox’s claws. 

“I knew you would come over!” The demon fox appeared as if it had expected this. 

Then, it raised its tone, “Do you think I really want to kill her? My target is you!” 

After the demon fox said that, its arm expanded five times bigger than before, and the 
surface was covered with muscles. 



At a glance, it looked as if a thin snake suddenly turned into a giant python with its 
mouth wide open, wanting to swallow another person! 

“The Demon Fox’s Sharp Claws!” 

 


